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Theoretical status of�0=� �

Ulrich Nierste
Fermilab Theory Division, MS106, Batavia IL60510, USA

I give a detailed introduction into the theoretical formalism for�0=�, which measures direct CP-violation inK ! �� decays.
The current status of hadronic matrix elements and the strange quark mass is discussed. Several possible explanations of the
unexpectedly high experimental results for�0=� are pointed out: A small strange quark mass, an enhancement of the hadronic
parameterB(1=2)

6 from the� resonance, an underestimate of isospin breaking and possible new physics contributions in the
sdZ-vertex and thesd-gluon-vertex.

1. Setting the scene

This year has surprised us with new experimental
results for�0=�, which measures direct CP-violation
in K ! �� decays. Until February 1999 the
experimental situation was inconclusive: While the
CERN NA31 [1] experiment has clearly shown a non-
vanishing�0=�, the Fermilab E731 result [2] was con-
sistent with zero. With the new measurements of the
Fermilab KTeV [3] and the CERN NA48 [4] collabo-
rations this issue is settled now in favour of the non-
zero NA31 result. The new world average reads

Re
�0

�
= (21:1� 4:6) � 10�4: (1)

The establishment of direct CP-violation rules out old
superweak models. Yet while the Standard Model
predicts a non-vanishing�0=�, the value in (1) came
as a surprise to many theorists, as it exceeds most the-
oretical predictions. In the following I will try to illu-
minate the possible sources of this discrepancy.

The flavour eigenstates of neutral K mesons,

jK0 i � sd and jK0 i � sd;

combine into mass eigenstatesjKL i andjKS i due
toK0–K0 mixing depicted in Fig. 1. CP-violation in
neutral Kaon decay is illustrated in Fig. 3.jKL i and
jKS i are not CP eigenstates, because the�S = 2
amplitude inducingK0–K0 mixing violates CP. This
indirect CP-violationhas been discovered in 1964 by
Christenson, Cronin, Fitch and Turlay [5]. By con-
trastdirect CP-violationdenotes CP-violation in the
�S = 1 amplitude triggering the decay. It allows a
CP-odd initial state to decay into a CP-even final state
and vice versa. The dominant contributions to direct
CP-violation in the Standard Model are depicted in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 1. Standard Model�S = 2 box diagram. The
zigzag lines denote W-bosons.
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Figure 2. The�S = 1 diagrams dominating�0 in
the Standard Model: QCD and electroweak penguin
diagrams.
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Figure 3. Direct and indirect CP-violation inKL decay. The pattern forKS decay is analogous.

In order to disentangle and quantify the two types
of CP-violation one introduces isospin amplitudes:

A �K0 ! �0�0
�

=

r
2

3
A0e

i�0 �
r
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A2e
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3
A2e

i�2

A �K+ ! �+�0
�

=

r
3

2
A2e

i�2 : (2)

In the limit of exact isospin symmetry, the hadronic
final state interaction only produces non-vanishing
strong phases�0 and �2 of the isospinI = 0 and
I = 2 amplitudes in (2). Rescattering between the
(��)I=0 and (��)I=2 state stems only from small
isospin breaking effects, which will appear as a cor-
rection term in the formula for�0. The isospin ampli-
tudesA0 andA2 are still complex, they contain the
information on the CP-violating weak phases. For the
CP-conjugated amplitudes to (2) describingK0 and
K� decay one needs to replaceA0 andA2 in (2) by
their complex conjugates without changing the strong
phases�0 and�2. In phenomenological analyses of
�0 one takes the real parts ofA0 andA2 from experi-
ment:

ReA0 = 3:33 � 10�7 GeV

! =
ReA2

ReA0
=

1

22:2
: (3)

The smallness of! has motivated the phrase “�I =
1=2 rule”, because isospin changes by a half unit in
the dominantK ! (��)I=0 decay.

Direct CP-violation requires the interference of at
least two amplitudes with different strong (and weak)

phases. Hence

� =
A (KL ! (��)I=0)

A (KS ! (��)I=0)

= (2:280� 0:013) � 10�3 ei�=4 (4)

purely measures indirect CP-violation. Direct CP-
violation is encoded in�0 with

�0

�
=

1p
2

�A (KL ! (��)I=2)

A (KL ! (��)I=0)

�A (KS ! (��)I=2)

A (KS ! (��)I=0)

�

=
1p
2 j�j Im

�
A2

A0

�

=
!p
2 j�j

�
ImA2

ReA2
� ImA0

ReA0

�
: (5)

The phase of�0 is �=2 + �2 � �0 and numerically co-
incides with the phase of�.

The Standard Model predicts both indirect and di-
rect CP-violation. The necessary CP-violating phases
originate from the elementsVuidj of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. They enter the
diagrams in Figs. 1 and 2 at the couplings of the W-
boson to the quarks. The single complex phase in
the CKM matrix must fit all CP-violating observables
inK- andB-physics and moreover is also constrained
by CP-conserving quantities. This will be a litmus test
for the standard model and eventually open the door
to new physics, once the dedicated B-physics exper-
iments ate+e� [6] and hadron colliders [7] deliver
data and the rare Kaon decaysK+ ! �+�� [8] and
KL ! �0�� [9] are precisely measured. The corre-
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Figure 4. The unitarity triangle. CP-violating observ-
ables are usually expressed in terms of its height�
or one of its angles. The lengths of its sides can be
determined form CP-conserving quantities.

sponding phenomenology is condensed into the uni-
tarity triangle depicted in Fig. 4. Its apex(�; �) is
defined by

�+ i� = �VudV
�
ub

VcdV �
cb

; and  = arctan

�
�

�

�
:

In addition to� and� one needs two more quantities
to parameterize the CKM matrix,� ' jVusj = 0:22
andA = jVcbj=�2 = 0:80 � 0:05. The Wolfenstein
parameterization [10] is an expansion of the CKM
matrix in terms of� to the third order. In CP stud-
ies higher orders in� must be included [11]. In Kaon
physics CP-violating quantities are conveniently ex-
pressed in terms of

Im�t = �Im�c; where �i = V �
isVid: (6)

�t is the CKM factor of the penguin diagrams in Fig. 2
and�0 is proportional toIm�t. Useful relations are

Im�t ' jVcbjjVubj sin  ' A2�5� ' JCP =� (7)

Here “'” means equal up to corrections of order�2 or
smaller.JCP is the Jarlskog invariant of CP-violation.
� and � are best suited for the phenomenology of
CP-violation in B-physics, yet in Kaon physics CP-
violation stems form loop-induceds ! d transitions
andIm�t is the natural parameter here. Using� in-
stead artificially introduces high powers of� andA
and the associated uncertainties into the problem, see
(7). We will also encounter

Re�t ' � (1� �)A2�5; Re�c ' ��: (8)

Next we cast (5) into the form

"0

"
= Im�t

GF!

2 j�jReA0

�
�0 � 1

!
�2

�
: (9)

HereGF is the Fermi constant.A0 andA2 are con-
tained in

�0 =

10X
i=3

yihQii0 (1�
)

� y6hQ6i0 (1�
)

�2 =

10X
i=7

yihQii2 � y8hQ8i2: (10)

In (10) an operator product expansion has been per-
formed to separate short and long distance physics.
The short distance physics is contained in the Wilson
coefficientsyi. The heavy masses of the top quark
and the W-boson propagating in the loop diagrams
of Fig. 2 enter these coefficients. Theyi can be reli-
ably calculated in perturbation theory, the state of the
art are calculations up to the next-to-leading order in
renormalization group improved perturbation theory
[12]. Potential new physics contributions enter (10)
through extra contributions to theyi’s. The long dis-
tance physics is non-perturbative and more difficult to
calculate. It is contained in the hadronic matrix ele-
ments of local four-quark operatorsQi:

hQiiI = h (��)I jQijK i
This notation implicitly excludes the strong hadronic
phases, which are factored out ofA0;2 in (2), so that
the hQiiI ’s are real.2 The strong phases stem solely
from elastic�� final state rescattering [13]. The 10
operators involved in (10) are

Q1 = (s�u�)V�A (u�d�)V�A ;

Q2 = (su)V�A (ud)V�A ;

Q3;5 = (sd)V�A
P

q (qq)V�A ;

Q4;6 = (s�d�)V�A
P

q(q�q�)V�A ;

Q7;9 = 3
2 (sd)V�A

P
q eq (qq)V�A ;

Q8;10 = 3
2 (s�d�)V�A

P
q eq(q�q�)V�A :

(11)

Here�; � are colour indices,eq is the quark electric
charge and(qq)V�A is shorthand for�(1 � 5). Fi-
nally isospin breaking from the quark masses (mu 6=
2In [14] the strong phases are included in the definition ofhQiiI .
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md) is parameterized by
 in (10). The dominant
contribution to�0 in (10) comes from the QCD-
penguin operatorQ6 generated by the first diagram of
Fig. 2. Likewise�2 is dominated by the Z-penguins
in Fig. 2, which generateQ8. Graphically one can
obtain the operators in (11) by contracting the corre-
sponding Feynman diagrams to a point.

2. Hadronic matrix elements

Here we focus on the dominant operatorsQ6 and
Q8 in (10). Their hadronic matrix elements are com-
monly parameterized in terms of bag factorsB

(1=2)
6

andB(3=2)
8 :

hQ6i0 = �4
r

3

2

�
m2

K

ms (�) +md (�)

�2
�

(FK � F�)B
(1=2)
6 (�)

hQ8i2 =
p
3F�

"�
m2

K

ms (�) +md (�)

�2
(12)

� 1

6

�
m2

K �m2
�

��
B
(3=2)
8 (�):

HeremK , m�, FK = 160MeV andF� = 132MeV
are the masses and decay constants of Kaon and Pion.
The renormalization scheme and scale� of the quark
massesms andmd and the bag factorsB(1=2)

6 ,B(3=2)
8

are defined by the scheme and scale chosen for the op-
eratorsQ6 andQ8. The vacuum insertion approxima-
tion corresponds toB(1=2)

6 = B
(3=2)
8 = 1. � is chosen

to be a scale of order1GeV, high enough for QCD
perturbation theory to be trusted and low enough for
non-perturbative methods to work.

Physical observables like�0 do not depend on the
renormalization scheme and scale. Hence ideally the
dependence on the unphysical scale� and the renor-
malization scheme cancels between the hadronic ma-
trix elements in (12) and the Wilson coefficientsy6(�)
andy8(�) multiplying them in (10). This cancella-
tion indeed occurs in those non-perturbative methods,
which use the same degrees of freedom as the per-
turbative calculation (quarks and gluons) and allow
for a matching calculation between the short distance
physics contained in theyi’s and the long-distance
physics residing in the operator matrix elements in

(12). The only known method with this feature is lat-
tice gauge theory. In other methods the remaining de-
pendence on the scheme and scale can be used to es-
timate the ‘theoretical uncertainty’ of the calculation.

I want to stress here that there is no shortcut to
solve this problem: The operator product expansion
lumps the physics from all scales larger than� into
the Wilson coefficients, while the matrix elements
comprise the dynamics associated with scales smaller
than�. This enforces heavy mass scales like the top
mass to enter theyi’s rather than thehQii’s, but it still
leaves the freedom to assign any constant factor either
to the coefficients or to the matrix elements. Chang-
ing the scale� or the scheme chosen to calculate the
yi’s shuffles such constant factors from the Wilson
coefficients to the matrix elements. The quality of
the scheme and scale cancellations between coeffi-
cients and hadronic matrix elements therefore mea-
sures how smoothly the hadronic method chosen to
calculate thehQii’s merges into perturbative QCD at
the scale� = O(1GeV). In the literature one can
find attempts to cancel this ambiguity in an ad hoc
way by adding the perturbatively calculated matrix el-
ement to the Wilson coefficients. This formally can-
cels the scale and scheme dependence of the latter, but
introduces the dependence on the infrared regulator
instead, which is just another unphysical parameter.

It is important to note that the dominant� depen-
dence ofQ6 andQ8 in (12) is reproduced by the�
dependence of the quark masses. HenceB

(1=2)
6 and

B
(3=2)
8 depend only very weakly on�, so that I omit

the reference to� in the following.
Next I summarize the three standard methods to

calculate the hadronic parametersBi:

Lattice gauge theorysolves non-perturbative QCD
on a discrete spacetime lattice. It controls the scheme
and scale dependence of the Wilson coefficients ex-
actly. At present theB-parameters are calculated in
the quenched approximation, i.e. without dynamical
fermions. The error caused by this cannot be reli-
ably estimated. Further present calculations deter-
mine h� jQijK i and h 0 jQijK i on the lattice and
relate the result toh (��)I jQijK i using lowest or-
der chiral perturbation theory, thereby introducing ad-
ditional model dependence. Finally not all systematic
errors associated with the discretization of QCD are
fully understood yet. Recent lattice results forB

(3=2)
8
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in theMS NDR scheme are

B
(3=2)
8 =

8>><
>>:

0:77(4)(4) [18]
0:81(3)(3) [19]
0:82(2) [20]
1:03(3) (non-pert. matching) [20].

(13)

The calculation ofI = 0 amplitudes is more diffi-
cult. A recent calculation ofB(1=2)

6 [21] using the new
method of domain wall fermions has found a negative
B
(1=2)
6 , which sharply contradicts the result obtained

by other methods and is hardly compatible with ex-
periment even in the presence of new physics [22].

The 1=Nc expansion is a rigorous QCD-based
method, too. The expansion parameter is the inverse
number of colours,1=Nc = 1=3. The leading or-
der corresponding toNc = 1 consists of all pla-
nar QCD Feynman diagrams [23]. These diagrams
correspond to tree-level diagrams in an effective me-
son theory, which is based on a chiral lagrangian�L
[24]. Likewise1=Nc corrections correspond to one-
loop diagrams in the meson theory. The loop inte-
grals are calculated with an explicit cutoff�, which
separates the low energy hadronic region calculated
from �L from the high energy perturbative region of
QCD. One can show that� appearing in the matrix
elements and� contained in the Wilson coefficients
are proportional to each other, usually they are taken
to be equal. Present calculations yield a quadratic de-
pendence of the matrix elements on�, which is ex-
pected to turn into the correct logarithmic behaviour
of the coefficients once vector mesons are included in
the calculation. The scale and scheme dependence of
the yi’s are exactly cancelled forNc = 1 and are
qualitatively under control at order1=Nc. A com-
plete control of the scheme dependence at this order
is expected to be possible [25]. In the large-Nc limit
one hasB(1=2)

6 = B
(3=2)
8 = 1. Recentlyp0=Nc and

p2 corrections toB(1=2)
6 andB(3=2)

8 in the combined
1=Nc and chiral expansion have been calculated [26].
The predicted ranges for the parameters are

0:42 � B
(3=2)
8 � 0:64; 0:72 � B

(1=2)
6 � 1:30 (14)

showing that the corrections to the largeNc limit are
indeed reasonably small, as expected in [24,15,16].
The situation is different in the case ofB(1=2)

1 and

B
(1=2)
2 , which receive anomalously large1=Nc cor-

rections in qualitative phenomenological agreement

with the large observed value ofReA0. It is common
practice to extract theB-parameters of the subdomi-
nant operators in (10) from the experimental values of
ReA0 andReA2 [15].

The chiral quark model [27,28] calculates allB-
parameters in terms of three model parameters, which
are determined fromReA0 andReA2. It includes
chiral corrections up toO(p4). The chiral quark
model shows a qualitative control of the scale depen-
dence. As in any other model, it is difficult to judge
systematic errors of the chiral quark model. My pre-
sentation of this model is brief here, because it is cov-
ered in some detail in Fabbrichesi’s talk [14]. In the
MS HV scheme the predictions for theB-parameters
read:

0:75 � B
(3=2)
8 � 0:94 1:1 � B

(1=2)
6 � 1:9:(15)

3. Phenomenology

The Standard Model prediction for�0=� can be
summarized in the handy approximate formula [29]:

�0

�
= 21 � 10�4 Im�t

1:7 � 10�4
�

100MeV
ms(2GeV)

�2
� (16)�

B
(1=2)
6

1�


0:8
� 0:5B

(3=2)
8

�
�MS

340MeV
:

Here�MS is the fundamental scale parameter of QCD
[30]. �MS = 340MeV corresponds to�s(MZ) =
0:119. Im�t must be determined from a standard
analysis of the unitarity triangle using�, jVcbj, jVubj
and the mass differences�md;s of Bd;s mesons. The
constraint from� in (4) onIm�t reads

6:0 � 10�8 = B̂K Im�t [Re�c [�1Scc � �3Sct]

�Re�t �2Stt] : (17)

Here the result of he box diagram of Fig. 1 is con-
tained inScc = xc, Sct = xc(0:6 � logxc) and
Stt = 2:5 with xc = m2

c=M
2
W containing the charm

quark massmc�1:3GeV in theMS scheme and the
W-boson mass. The well-measured top quark mass
has entered the numerical constants 0.6 and 2.5 here.
�1 = 1:4�0:2,�2 = 0:57�0:01and�3 = 0:47�0:04
are QCD correction factors [31].̂BK in (17) para-
meterizes the hadronic matrix element of�S = 2
operator generated by the box diagram in Fig. 1. The
analyses of the unitarity triangle [31,29] yield:

1:0 � 10�4 � Im�t � 1:7 � 10�4: (18)
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The choice of a certain method to calculate the
hadronic parameters affects both the phenomenology
of � in (17) and of�0=� in (16). Thus it correlates
Im�t in (16) with B(1=2)

6 andB(3=2)
8 . For example

the chiral quark model [27] predicts a higher value for
B̂K than lattice or1=Nc calculations. Therefore one
extracts a smaller value forIm�t than in (18), where
the results of the latter two methods have been used. It
must be stressed, however, that the experimental up-
per limit in (18) stems solely from the upper bounds
on jVubj andjVcbj. �K has no influence on the upper
limit of Im�t, which is obtained by settingsin  = 1
in (7).

The strong dependence of�0=� in (16) onms is an-
other big source of uncertainty in the prediction of
�0=�. QCD sum rule calculations favour the range [32]

ms(2GeV) = 124� 22MeV: (19)

There are now three quenched lattice calculations
which control all systematic errors [33]. They are
nicely consistent with each other and predict

ms(2GeV) = 103� 10MeV: (20)

Further the CP-PACS collaboration [34] has reported
the result of an unquenched calculation yielding
ms(2GeV) = 84 � 7MeV. The determination of
the strange quark mass from Cabibbo suppressed�
decays has been recently clarified by Pich and Prades,
who extract

ms(2GeV) = 114� 23MeV (21)

from ALEPH data [35].
Finally
 = 0:25� 0:08 [36] completes the list of

the input parameters of�0=�. From (16) one notes that
the�I = 1=2 and�I = 3=2 contributions tend to
cancel each other, which increases the uncertainty of
the prediction.B(1=2)

6 andB(3=2)
8 enter (16) essen-

tially in the combination2B(1=2)
6 �B

(3=2)
8 . It is now

easy to see from (16) that it is difficult to fit the high
measured value in (1) with theB-parameters in (13)
and (14). A recent detailed analysis [29] found

�0

�
=

�
7:7

+6:0
�3:5

�
� 10�4; (22)

substantially below the experimental result. On the
other hand it is possible to reach the value in (1), if
simultaneously2B(1=2)

6 � B
(3=2)
8 is large andms is

small [29,37]. In [37] an upper bound onms has been
derived from the requirement that�0=� � 20 � 10�4
corresponding to the 2� bound of the KTeV measure-
ment [3]. If 2B(1=2)

6 � B
(3=2)
8 � 2:0 suggested by

(13) and (14), then

ms (2GeV) � 110MeV: (23)

This is in agreement with (20) and (21), but not with
all sum rule results representated by the range in (19).
As discussed at this conference, especially values for
ms (2GeV) below 100MeV are in serious conflict
with QCD sum rule calculations. Such low values
would imply that the breakdown of the perturbative
calculations of the relevant spectral functions sets in
at a much higher scale than commonly expected.

The chiral quark model allows for a larger range for
2B

(1=2)
6 �B

(3=2)
8 in (15). It predicts [28]

�0

�
=

�
17

+14
�10

�
� 10�4; (24)

in better agreement with the data in (1). The differ-
ence between (24) and (22) stems not only from the
different ranges for theB-parameters in (15) and (14)
but also from a different treatment of the final state
phases: None of the methods described in sect. 2 pre-
dicts the strong phases�0;2 correctly. Lattice calcula-
tions cannot do this, because they are performed with
Euclidean time. The other two methods find�0 much
smaller than the experimental value�exp0 = 37�. This
leads to some ambiguity in the prediction for�0=�,
because one can either identify the magnitude or the
real part of the calculatedhQ6i0 exp(i�calc0 ) with the
desired truehQ6i0 exp(i�exp0 ). The former identifi-
cation has been chosen in [24,15,16] with the result
quoted in (22), while the Trieste group [14,27,28] has
used the real part in their prediction of (24). One can
implement the Trieste method into the1=Nc result by
rescaling the range forB(1=2)

6 in (14) by a factor of

1= cos(�exp0 ) = 1:25 to 0:9 � B
(1=2)
6 � 1:6. This

increases the range for�0=� in (22) and relaxes the up-
per bound onms(2GeV) in (23) to 125 MeV. Hence
a part of the discrepancy between (22) and (24) stems
from the treatment of the strong phases and has noth-
ing to do with the different treatment of the strong
dynamics.

Do we needms at all to predict�0=�? The strange
quark mass enters the hadronic matrix elements in
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(12), because they are normalized to their value in the
vacuum insertion approximation. In the distant future
lattice calculations might directly compute the matrix
elements in (12) proportional toBi=m

2
s rather than

ms and theBi’s separately. Yet it should be stressed
that present lattice results summarized in (13) stem
from calculations of the B-parameterB(3=2)

8 rather
than the full matrix element. The importance ofms

for the prediction of�0=� in lattice calculations has
been stressed in [38]. Also the1=Nc expansion nat-
urally introduces the factor1=m2

s into (12): In the
large-Nc limit the matrix elements ofQ6 andQ8 re-
duce to those of density currentssqS+P = s(1+5)q
and qdS�P . They are related to vector currents by
the equation of motion, which introducesms into the
result. TheB-parameters obtained in the1=Nc ex-
pansion are independent ofms. Other methods ex-
press matrix elements of (density)�(density) opera-
tors in terms of the quark condensate, which is re-
lated toms andmK by the PCAC relation. In these
methods the parametrization in (12) may be unnatu-
ral and the thereby definedB-parameters can exhibit
a sizeable dependence onms. E.g. in the chiral quark
modelB(1=2)

6 is proportional toms.
The second possibility to reproduce (1) is to con-

sider higher values forB(1=2)
6 , as suggested by the

chiral quark model in (15). An important feature
of the chiral quark model is the proliferation of the
�I = 1=2 enhancement present inReA0 (cf. (3))
intoB(1=2)

6 . The three parameters of the chiral quark
model are determined from the�I = 1=2 rule which
thereby feeds intoB(1=2)

6 . The enhancement ofReA0

originates from penguin contractions of the operators
Q1 andQ2 [24,29], which involve the same spin and
isospin quantum numbers asQ6. The fact that the chi-
ral quark model can reproduce (1) more easily could
indicate that a�I = 1=2 enhancement is at work in
B
(1=2)
6 as well [39]. This hypothesis has also been

recently stressed by the Dortmund group [40], which
found indication of a further enhancement ofB

(1=2)
6

from a higher order term (O(p2=Nc)) in the1=Nc ex-
pansion. It is worthwile to notice that the1=Nc ex-
pansion fails to simultaneously reproduce bothReA0

andReA2 [41]. The second reason for the large value
of �0=� in (24) is the special treatment of the final state
phases as described after (24), which is controversial
[29]. It is highly desirable to gain a full dynami-

cal understanding of both the�I = 1=2 enhance-
ment inReA0 and possibly inB(1=2)

6 and the large
final state interaction phase�0 = 37� causing the dis-
cussed ambiguity in�0=�. To this end in [37,42] a
resonant enhancement ofhQ6i0 caused by the� =
f0(400� 1200) [43] resonance has been discussed.�
is a broad S-waveI = 0 resonance almost degenerate
in mass with the Kaon. In theories based on a chi-
ral lagrangian� corresponds to resonant�� rescatter-
ing in theI = 0 channel, an all-order effect depicted
in Fig. 5. Unfortunatley the progressing lattice cal-
culations will not help to understand such a resonant
enhancement ofB(1=2)

6 , because they will determine
h� jQijK i rather thanh (��)0 jQijK i! Even if re-
liable lattice results forh� jQijK i are present, there
will still be a sizeable model dependence in the pre-
diction ofB(1=2)

6 / h (��)0 jQijK i.
Finally another source of theoretical uncertainties

has been recently suggested [44]: Isospin violations
in hQ6i resulting frommu 6= md can substantially
enlarge the range0:15 � 
 � 0:35 used in [28,29].

4. New physics

Since�0=� is a short distance dominated process, it
is sensitive to new physics, which can modify the Wil-
son coefficientsyi. Theyi’s are generated by Feyn-
man diagrams like those in Fig. 2 at some high scale
� of the order ofMW or of the mass of some new
particle entering the loop diagrams. The renormaliza-
tion group evolution down to the scale� � 1GeV,
at which the matrix elements in (10) are calculated,
mixes the coefficientsyi. Now y6(� � 1GeV) is
mainly an admixture of the Wilson coefficient ofQ2,
which is generated by tree-levelW -exchange and is
therefore hardly affected by new physics. On the
other handy8(� � 1GeV) is merely loop-induced
and stems mainly from thesdZ-vertex (see Fig. 2).
It is therefore sensitive to new physics. If new contri-
butions toy8 have the opposite sign of the Standard
Model contribution,�0=� will be enhanced. Further
the chromomagnetic operator

Q11 =
gs

16�2
mss�

��T a(1� 5)dG
a
�� : (25)

can play a role. In the Standard Model its coefficient
equalsy11(� � 1GeV) � �0:19 and the impact on
�0=� is negligible [27], so thaty11hQ11i0 has been
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K σ
π

π
Q6

K
π

π

π

π

π

π

π

π
Q6

Figure 5. The� = f0(400� 1200) resonance enhancesh (��)0 jQijK i / B
(1=2)
6 . It corresponds to resonant��

rescattering in theI = 0 channel as depicted by the right diagram. The crossed square denotes the weak interaction
mediated byQ6 and the crossed circles represent strong interaction vertices.

omitted in (10). A model-independent discussion of
new contributions toy8 andy11 has been performed
in [37]. An enhancement of the Standard Model re-
sult fory11 by a factor of order500 is necessary for a
sizeable impact on�0=�.

The high experimental value in (1) has stimulated
new theoretical work on possible new physics con-
tributions to�0=�, mainly in supersymmetric theories.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) does not help to understand
the puzzles of flavour physics. Moreover, the minimal
supersymmetric standard model with the most general
soft SUSY-breaking mechanism leads to unaccept-
ably large flavour-changing neutral transitions. Hence
additional assumptions on the SUSY-breaking terms
are necessary, most commonly flavour-blindness of
these terms (“universality”) at some high scale. Yet
in these scenarios the impact of SUSY on�0=� is
small, and in most of the parameter space�0=� is de-
pleted rather than enhanced [45]. Alternatively one
can relax the universality assumption and allow for
arbitrary flavour off-diagonal entries in the squark
mass matrix. Here one proceeds phenomenologically,
encounters all experimental constraints from other
flavour-changing processes [46] and finally estimates
the maximal impact on�0=� or other processes of in-
terest. In these generic SUSY models, however, the
situation for�0=� is different than in scenarios with
flavour universality: It is possible to have sizeable
contributions to the imaginary parts of thesdZ-vertex
affectingy8 [47] and the chromomagneticsd-gluon-
vertex modifyingy11 [48,49] without violating the
stringent bounds from Kaon mixing and other flavour-
changing processes. Then�0=� can even be dominated
by new physics. In [49] an approximate flavour sym-

metry controlling the Yukawa matrix and the SUSY
A-matrix has been postulated. Then the small weak
s ! d transition proportional toIm�t = O(�5) in
(17) is replaced by a strong transition of order� pro-
ducing the necessary enhancement factor. A recent
detailed analysis [50] has found an enhancement of
�0=� throughy11 more likely than throughy8. Finally
in addition a mass splitting between up and down
squarks also generates new�I = 3=2 contributions
via box diagrams which likewise influence�0=� [51].

5. Conclusions and outlook

It is difficult, but possible to accomodate�0=� '
2 � 10�3 in the Standard Model. I have discussed the
following mechanisms to explain the large measured
value in (1):

1) Smallms as indicated by recent lattice results
[33,34].

2) �I = 1=2 enhancement ofB(1=2)
6 [37,39,40].

3) Larger isospin breaking characterized by the
parameter
 [44].

4) Decrease of the imaginary part of thesdZ-
vertex (and thereby ofy8) by new physics
[47,50].

5) O(500) enhancement of the chromomagnetic
sd-gluon-vertex (and thereby ofy11) by new
physics [48–50].

In the future one can expect improvements in the pre-
diction of�0=� from a better knowledge ofms from � -
decays [35] and from a better determination ofIm�t,
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once the dedicated B- and K-experiments [6–9] will
give us a clear picture of the unitarity triangle. On the
other hand I do not expect much progress inB

(1=2)
6

from lattice calculations, because these calculations
will not determineh (��)0 jQijK i directly. Hence
the question of new physics in�0=� will stay incon-
clusive and the corresponding new contributions will
more likely be revealed in the measurements [8,9] of
rare Kaon decays [47,50].
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COMMENT (M. Knecht, CPT/CNRS Marseille):
I have a comment to A. Pich’s comment concerning
the dependence of�0=� on the size of the quark con-
densate. If one does the things correctly within the
framework of generalized�PT, one finds that the pre-
diction for �0=� can easily be increasedby a factor of
3, taking all other parameters fixed, i.e.ms(2GeV) �
150MeV, if the condensate was smallerby a factor of
10.
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